We present a numerical study of 
Introduction
Solving systems of linear equations is a topic of fundamental importance for the numerical solution of partial differential equations (PDEs). Almost all the numerical strategies rely on solving systems of linear equations on the form Ax = b.
(
In (1), A is often referred to as the system matrix, b is called the right-hand side vector and vector x contains the unknowns. In this paper, we only consider linear systems that arise from the standard discretization techniques, i.e., finite elements, finite differences and finite volumes. The system matrix A is sparse in such cases, meaning that the number of nonzeros per row is small. Discretization on a very fine grid will result in a linear system that has a very large number of unknowns. Traditional direct solution methods for (1), such as Gaussian elimination, will become inapplicable due to high operation counts, large storage demand and high sensitivity to computer round-off errors. Largescale linear systems are therefore better handled by iterative methods, especially the so-called Krylov subspace solvers; see e.g. [7] . If the grid resolution keeps increasing, the dimension of A will eventually become so large that one single processor has trouble handling the entire linear system. This makes the use of parallel computers mandatory. Of course, another perhaps more important motivation for adopting parallel computers in solving PDEs is to save time by using more processors. Krylov subspace methods are in fact easily parallelized, because they involve only three types of kernel operations: vector update/addition, inner-product between two vectors and matrix-vector product. Once the unknowns of (1) are partitioned among the processors, see Section 1.1 below, the three types of kernel operations can be parallelized by running local computations on each processor, plus inter-processor communication when necessary.
Distributed sparse linear systems
A natural way of partitioning the unknowns of (1) is to use the idea of domain decomposition [11] , which partitions the global solution domain Ω into a set of subdomains. Such a partitioning implies a partitioning of the rows of A. The grid points that lie on the boundary of a subdomain are called interdomain interface points, whereas the other grid points of a subdomain are called internal points; see Figure 1 . We remark that the solid curves in Figure 1 represent "cutting lines" that divide the grid points disjointly among the subdomains. (Note that there are no grid points lying on the cutting lines.) We also observe that only the interdomain interface points have direct couplings with the external interface points that belong to neighboring subdomains. These interface points need to exchange values by communication during a parallel matrix-vector product.
Here we have an important observation. There is no need to first build up the global linear system (1) by a dis- cretization on the entire Ω, and then divide the rows of A among the processors. A better approach is to decompose Ω first and assign one subdomain (and its associated subgrid) to each processor. Thereafter, each processor carries out discretization on its own subdomain to produce the designated rows of A. These rows constitute a subdomain matrix. This "distributed discretization" approach avoids construction and storage of the global matrices/vectors. So the global linear system (1) only exists logically and we work with a distributed sparse linear system instead. Each processor thus handles only sub-matrices and sub-vectors associated with a subdomain. An "economic" partitioning scheme should divide the grid points evenly and disjointly among the subdomains. Although an external interface point (see Figure 1) is the "responsibility" of a neighboring subdomain, it is beneficial for a subdomain to include all its external interface points into its local data structure. In this way, the rows of A that correspond to the interdomain interface points can be built without need for communication. This is equivalent to allowing a minimum amount of overlap between neighboring subdomains. In other words, each subdomain includes its external interface points in its local data structure, but is not responsible for finding the solution on these points. More overlap between subdomains is strictly speaking not necessary for parallelizing Krylov subspace methods. However, an increased overlap may help to produce better parallel preconditioner, as is well known for the so-called overlapping domain decomposition methods; see e.g. [11] .
Preconditioner and convergence
It is well known that the difficulty of solving a linear system, which arises from discretizing a PDE, grows as the grid resolution increases. For example, an elliptic PDE typically produces a system matrix A with a condition number of order O(h −2 ), where 1/h characterizes the grid resolution. The number of iterations needed by a Krylov subspace solver is typically of order O(h). To achieve faster convergence, we can use preconditioned iterations. That is, we may, e.g., solve an equivalent system
where M is the preconditioner approximating A in some way; see e.g. [7] . An extra difficulty in parallel solution of PDEs is that a good sequential preconditioner may not function equally well in the parallel setting. It is thus our purpose to study the behavior of the so-called parallel algebraic preconditioners.
Parallel algebraic preconditioners
We adopt the framework of a distributed sparse linear system, as has been described in Section 1.1. Each subdomain vector x i of local unknowns is split into two parts: the sub-vector u i of internal variables and the sub-vector y i of interdomain interface variables. The right-hand side vector b i is split accordingly into two sub-vectors f i and g i ,
The subdomain matrix A i residing on processor i is blockpartitioned according to this splitting, leading to
In this setup, the local linear system can be rewritten as:
where the term E ij y j represents the contribution to the local system from the neighboring subdomain j, and N i is the set of neighboring subdomains for subdomain i. Parallel block preconditioners are the simplest algebraic preconditioning strategy, where each subdomain updates its local solution independently by solving a subdomain linear system formed by A i and a given local residual. The subdomain systems can be solved in different ways, e.g., by a local (preconditioned) Krylov solver. Another simpler subdomain solver is to use the backward-forward procedure associated with an incomplete LU-factorization (ILU). We will use, in particular, a zero fill-in ILU (denoted ILU(0)) or a dual-threshold ILU (denoted ILUT); see [7] .
Schur complement techniques refer to methods that iterate only on the interdomain unknowns, implicitly using internal unknowns as intermediate variables. Schur complement systems are derived by eliminating u i from the local system (5). By noticing that
where S i is the local Schur complement,
By assembling all the local Schur complement systems (6), we can get a global Schur complement system for all the interface unknowns. This global Schur complement system has a natural block structure:
The diagonal blocks in this system, the matrices S i , are dense in general. The off-diagonal blocks E ij are sparse. More compactly, the global Schur complement system (8) 
Let us consider Step 2 in more detail. First, we rewrite (8) as a preconditioned system with the diagonal blocks:
(9) This can be viewed as a block-Jacobi preconditioned version of (8) . This global system can be solved by a GMRESlike accelerator, requiring a solve with S i on subdomain i in each iteration. An ILU factorization of S i can be easily extracted from an ILU factorization of A i . Specifically, if A i is of the form (4) and is factored as
There are, of course, other techniques for approximating S i , see e.g. [8] .
In [5] , an Algebraic Recursive Multilevel Solver (ARMS) [9] , which acts on A i , has been used to extract an approximation of the local Schur complement S i . The construction of ARMS starts with defining "group-independent sets" in each subdomain. A group-independent set is a set of groups of unknowns such that there is no coupling between unknowns that belong to any two different groups [10] . An illustration is shown in Figure 2 for a simple case with two subdomains. The sold curve in the middle contains no vertices, it only illustrates the separation of the two subdomains. On each subdomain, an independent set reordering is applied locally. In Figure 2 , local interfaces denote the unknowns that separate the group independent sets. The local system with matrix A i can be reordered such that the rows corresponding to local and interdomain interface unknowns are placed after the rows corresponding to the group independent set unknowns. With such a permutation, the Schur complement include both types of the interface unknowns. We call this larger Schur complement the expanded Schur complement.
An advanced parallel algebraic preconditioner is thus to use a Krylov solver, preconditioned by a distributed ILU(0), for the global expanded Schur complement system. Such a Schur complement based preconditioner normally produces better convergence than a simple parallel block preconditioner. This Schur complement based preconditioner can, e.g., use ARMS as an approximate subdomain solver, denoted by Schur 2 in Section 4.4.
A suite of PDEs with test cases
In this section, we present a suite of four PDEs. We have deliberately chosen these PDEs, which are simple in the mathematical formulation, but of great importance for many complicated mathematical models. It is therefore hoped that the numerical results presented in Section 5 will be of interest for many. We have also taken care to select test cases involving 2D/3D computations on uniform, structured and unstructured computational grids. Although we use finite elements exclusively for the discretization, the resulting linear systems have similar properties as those arising from other discretization techniques, e.g., finite differences.
Poisson equation
Poisson equation is the simplest elliptic PDE and reads
where f is prescribed.
Test Case 1. The Poisson equation (10) is considered in the 2D unit square. The right-hand side f is chosen as f (x, y) = xe y , and u(x, y) = −xe y is given on the entire boundary ∂Ω. (10) is considered in the 3D unit cube. The right-hand side f is chosen as f (x, y, z) = x(y 2 + z 2 )e yz , and u(x, y, z) = −xe yz is given on the entire boundary ∂Ω. (10) is considered in a special 2D domain depicted in Figure 3 . The right-hand side f and the boundary condition are the same as in Test Case 1. We use an unstructured 2D computational grid that has 521,185 points and 1,040,256 triangular elements. 
Test Case 2. The Poisson equation

Test Case 3. The Poisson equation
Heat conduction
The following parabolic PDE is the simplest model of heat transfer in a homogeneous medium:
where constant k denotes the heat conductivity.
Test Case 4. The 3D unit cube is used as the spatial solution domain Ω. We choose k = 1 and use an implicit time-stepping scheme for solving (11), i.e.,
where the superscript l denotes the time level number. We note that the resulting system matrix A is on the form
where matrix M is often referred to as the mass matrix and K arises from discretizing −∇ 2 u l . Moreover, we choose ∆t = 0.05 and let u 0 (x, y) = sin(πx) sin(πy) be the initial condition. As boundary conditions, we use u = 0 on the side of x = 1 and ∂u ∂n = 0 on the rest of ∂Ω.
Convection-diffusion equation
For a stationary convective flow that is also affected by diffusion, its mathematical model reads as follows,
where the constant vector v has magnitude v and an direction angle θ, i.e., v = (v cos θ, v sin θ). The magnitude v indicates the relation between convection and diffusion.
Test Case 5.
We consider the convection-diffusion equation in the 2D unit square. The following boundary conditions are used: the normal derivative of u is zero on the right side (x = 1) and top side (y = 1). On the bottom side (y = 0) we have u = 0, whereas the left size (x = 0) is divided into two parts:
By choosing v = 1000, we make the test case convectiondominated. The angle of v is chosen as θ = π/4. Note that the boundary condition is discontinuous on x = 0, resulting in a rather sharp discontinuity of the solution that lies on a line starting from (x = 0, y = 0.25) with an angle θ = π/4; see Figure 4 . Due to the dominating convection, we have to use one type of upwind weighting functions, see [4] , resulting in an unsymmetric system matrix A. 
Linear elasticity
For an elastic body subject to a volume load, the displacement field u can be described by the following vector PDE that is of the elliptic type:
where µ and λ are elasticity constants, f is a given vector function representing the volume load; see e.g. [11] .
Test Case 6. We study the displacement field u = (u 1 , u 2 ) inside one quarter of a ring, which has inner radius 1 and outer radius 2; see Figure 5 . We use a curvilinear structured computational grid consisting of triangular shaped elements. For the boundary condition, the stress vector is specified on the entire boundary ∂Ω except on Γ 1 and Γ 2 , where u 1 = 0 on Γ 1 and u 2 = 0 on Γ 2 . 
Experiment setup
Software
We will use a "composite" parallel code for running simulations of the test cases presented in Section 3. More specifically, two software packages-Diffpack and pARMSare coupled together. Diffpack (see [2, 4] ) is an objectoriented computational environment with a special emphasis on solving PDEs. A Diffpack simulator is typically set up using C++ objects of classes that are provided by hierarchically designed libraries. Diffpack has a rich collection of classes representing grids, fields, finite element discretization tools, matrices, vectors, Krylov solvers, preconditioners, convergence monitors, and many more. Parallelization of a sequential Diffpack simulator can be easily done by using a special add-on parallel toolbox, which contains functionalities for grid partitioning, communication pattern recognition, and inter-processor MPI communication routines that are associated with parallel Krylov iterations. We refer to [1] for more details.
pARMS (see [6] ) is mainly a library of parallel linear algebra routines. Its main feature is a large collection of state-of-the-art parallel algebraic preconditioners based on various incomplete factorization techniques, recursive multilevel strategies, and Schur complement solvers. The reason for coupling together the two software packages is to equip Diffpack with modern parallel algebraic preconditioners. In the resulting "composite" code, Diffpack is responsible for the overall parallel computing framework, finite element discretization, control of Krylov iterations, whereas pARMS is responsible for performing the desired parallel algebraic preconditioning operations.
Due to Diffpack's object-oriented design, it is quite easy to incorporate an "alien" code. In our case of using pARMS as new parallel preconditioners inside Diffpack, it suffices to write a small wrapper class, as a subclass of the generic preconditioner class in Diffpack. The function of this small wrapper class is to initiate the pARMS data structure, and shuffle data between Diffpack and pARMS every time a preconditioning operation needs to be carried out by the pARMS code.
Hardware
We have used two quite different parallel computing systems for running the simulations. One system is a low-end Linux cluster using Pentium III 1GHz processors and a fast Ethernet-based network. We have obtained exclusive access to run all the simulations on this relatively small parallel computer. The other system is a high-end SGI Origin 3800 machine using R14000 600MHz processors. Due to a restricted access to this parallel computer, we have only run a few selected simulations.
Measurements
In all the experiments to be presented in Section 5, we record the number of (F)GMRES iterations (with m = 20, see [7] ), which is needed to achieve a fixed convergence criterion. More precisely, the 2-norm of the residual vector should be reduced by a factor of 10 6 , compared with its initial value. For Test Case 4, we only run one time step so the initial guess of the solution is the initial condition of the PDE. For all the other test cases, we use zero initial values for all the unknowns except those associated with Dirichlet boundary conditions. The obtained iteration counts reveal the convergence speed of different parallel algebraic preconditioners when applied to different test cases. We have used a general grid partitioning scheme (based on Metis [3] ) for all the simulations. We remark that due to different random number generators on the two different parallel computing systems, the global computational grid is in fact partitioned differently on the Linux cluster than on the Origin 3800 machine.
In addition, we record the wall-clock time consumption of the preconditioned parallel (F)GMRES solver. For every test case, these measurements are used to compare the overall computational efficiency of the different algebraic preconditioners. However, we remark that wall-clock time measurements are highly sensitive to the work load level of a parallel computing system. (The Origin 3800 machine has often been heavily loaded during our experiments.) Certain care should therefore be taken when interpreting these timing results.
For each test case, we use a fixed global problem size and let the preconditioner type and the number of processors P vary. When the parallel efficiency is studied with respect to speed-ups, a fixed global problem size normally favors a smaller value of P , because the communication overhead is relatively low compared with the local computation. However, an opposite effect may occur if P exceeds a threshold such that the subdomain problems become small enough to be handled efficiently by the cache sitting on the an individual processor.
Notation
We use the following symbols to denote four different parallel algebraic preconditioners:
• Schur 1 : A Schur complement enhanced preconditioner where the global Schur complement system is solved approximately using a few distributed global GMRES iterations preconditioned by block Jacobi. The associated subdomain solver is a few local GMRES iterations preconditioned by ILUT.
• Schur 2 : A Schur complement enhanced preconditioner where the expanded global Schur complement system is solved approximately using a few distributed global GMRES iterations preconditioned by a global ILU(0). Two-level ARMS works as the approximate subdomain solver.
• Block 1 : A simple block preconditioner using ILU(0) as the approximate subdomain solver.
• Block 2 : A simple block preconditioner using ILUT as the approximate subdomain solver.
Numerical results
Results for test case 1. We use a distributed FGM-RES solver and a fixed 2D global grid with 1001 × 1001=1,002,001 points. The following FGMRES iteration counts and wall-clock time measurements (in seconds) are obtained on the Linux cluster: We can see that the growth of iterations for Schur 1 is of moderate speed, whereas Block 2 requires many iterations for large values of P . We remark that the very poor wall-clock time measurements are due to the heavy load on the Origin 3800 machine, which ought to produce better measurements because of its more powerful processors and faster communication network. The different iteration counts for P = 8 and P = 16 are due to the different random number generators used in the grid partitioning scheme, as explained in Section 4.3. We see that the Schur 1 preconditioner is a clear "winner" in the overall computational efficiency. Low iteration counts for P = 32 and P = 64 that are obtained on the Origin 3800 machine (see the table below) also seem to support the same observation. Again, some of the wall-clock time measurements show traces of strong influence of heavy work load on the Origin 3800 machine. We remark that we "gave up" on Schur 2 when it did not help the FGMRES solver to converge for P = 16 on the Origin 3800 machine. This seems to be caused by an unfortunate grid partitioning result, since Schur 2 works fine on the Linux cluster for P = 16. This test case is clearly the "toughest" for the parallel algebraic preconditioners. The Block 1 and Block 2 preconditioners have trouble producing satisfactory convergence.
Results
Effect of the subdomain shape
We have so far always used a general partitioning scheme that does not produce subdomains in the shape of rectangles or boxes, even if the global computational grid is uniform. Do we get more rapid convergence if the subdomains are of simple shapes? To answer this question, we try Test Case 2 again. This time we use a simple grid partitioning scheme that produces the subdomains as small boxes. The resulting FGMRES iteration counts and wall-clock time measurements, which are obtained on the Linux cluster for P = 16, are listed in the following table. We also compare them with the earlier measurements obtained by using a general grid partitioning scheme. We observe that the change in iteration counts is hardly noticeable. However, the simple grid partitioning scheme produces better balanced subdomains, such that the communication overhead is lower. This explains the slightly better wall-clock time measurements. However, we should remember that such a simple grid partitioning is only applicable to global computational grids in the shape of rectangles or boxes.
Comparison with additive Schwarz
It may be argued that an additive Schwarz preconditioner (see e.g. [11] ) is an algebraic block preconditioner. But we choose to view additive Schwarz preconditioners differently, because they normally use more than the minimum amount of overlap (see Section 1.1). In addition, their convergence depends greatly on the so-called coarse grid corrections (CGCs), which require an extra discretization on another global grid with very low grid resolution.
In the table below, we report the number of GMRES iterations and wall-clock time needed by an additive Schwarz preconditioner on the Linux cluster for Test Case 1. We remark that we use a simple partitioning scheme to produce subdomains as small rectangles. The amount of overlap in both x-and y-direction is about 5% of the side length of the subdomains. The global coarse grid has a fixed size: 5 × 17, and the coarse grid level linear system is solved by Gaussian elimination. The subdomain solver in use is one Conjugate Gradient (see e.g. [7] ) iteration accelerated by a special FFT-based preconditioner. We see that, when CGCs are not used, this additive Schwarz preconditioner has a dangerously rapid growth of iteration counts. However, with the help of CGCs, the additive Schwarz preconditioner clearly converges faster than all the four parallel algebraic preconditioners.
Concluding remarks
Our six test cases are of course insufficient for drawing any definitive conclusions on the numerical behavior of the parallel algebraic preconditioners that have been considered in this paper. However, the following observations seem to hold:
• The Schur 1 preconditioner seems to be the best choice, with respect to the overall computational efficiency. It has quite stable iteration counts, which are somewhat independent of P . Moreover, it has an acceptable scalability of the parallel efficiency, due to the relatively small overhead associated with solving the global Schur complement system.
• The Schur 2 preconditioner has the most stable iteration counts with respect to P . This preconditioner is good at achieving satisfactory convergence, but not overall computational efficiency.
• The Block 1 and Block 2 preconditioners have very good scalability of parallel efficiency, if we consider the computational cost per iteration with respect to P . However, Block 1 has often very slow convergence.
• All the four parallel algebraic preconditioners are quite insensitive to the shape of subdomains.
